MIT’s flagship international program, MISTI connects companies and labs around the world with MIT talent through its innovative internship program. Working closely with a network of premier corporations, universities and research institutes, MISTI matches over 650 MIT students annually with industry and research internships abroad. We also facilitate hundreds of international faculty collaborations through country-specific and global seed funds and organize international forums.

MISTI AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND PROGRAM

MISTI is establishing an Australia & New Zealand Program (MISTI-ANZ) to raise greater awareness of Australia and New Zealand at MIT and in the Boston business and academic community. MISTI-ANZ aims to create internship opportunities, establish a faculty seed fund, and start an ANZ Forum. Over the course of their internships, students contribute to patents, articles, and new technology. ANZ host organizations also have the opportunity to develop Asia Pacific regional initiatives with MISTI in China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, Korea and Singapore and explore collaboration possibilities with 17 MISTI country programs around the world.

Value of an Intern

MIT students bring fresh perspectives, MIT hands-on culture and invigorating enthusiasm to their projects

5,410

MIT STUDENTS have gone global with fully-funded internship, research, and teaching abroad opportunities
NOTES FROM THE FIELD

Sample Internship Hosts
AIU, BNP Paribas, Google, Hisense, Hitachi, Microsoft, Schlumberger, Shanghai Atlas Capital, Shell, Siemens, Singapore University of Technology & Design, Sun Hung Kai Properties, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company, TCL Corp, Temasek Labs, Total, University of Queensland

Beyond Internships > Become a MISTI Sponsor
Advance your global agenda through tailored partnerships with MISTI.

Sponsor Benefits
> Tailored access to globally-aware MIT student talent
> Heightened visibility on campus
> Individualized recruiting for internships and full-time positions
> Organization of customized outreach and recruitment events on campus
> Exclusive access to resume book of top MIT student profiles

Sample Activities
> Forum at MIT: two day forum on environment and policy innovation with faculty and global leaders
> Workshops: tailored case studies bringing together MIT students and young professionals to solve cutting-edge issues
> Cultural expertise: international management and cross-cultural training
> Executive and Professional Education discounts: short and long-term opportunities

450 MISTI Partnerships
with international hosts and sponsors, building connections around the globe

Contact MISTI-ANZ
MIT International Science & Technology Initiatives
1 Amherst St, E40-4th floor
Cambridge, MA 02139
617-253-5068, seang@mit.edu